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The paper
Interesting paper exploiting very RICH data:

I linked employer-employee panel drawn from Swedish administrative records for the
period 1990-2013

I include measures of cognitive and non-cognitive ABILITY (for males)

PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE: finance premium increases in Sweden over the sample period (as
in the U.S.)

RESEARCH QUESTION: how much of the (rising) finance premium can be ascribed to better
allocation of TALENTS in the finance sector?

Three main RESULTS:

I Relative talent in the finance sector has NOT increased over time (neither on average
nor at the top of the talent distribution)

I The importance of talent in determining the likelihood of working in the finance sector
does NOT increase over time

I Talent explains (part of) the finance wage premium but it does NOT explain its rise
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Theoretical channels

DEMAND: Relative demand for high-talent individuals goes up, perhaps because the
finance sector becomes more skill/talent-biased

I The availability of proxies for talent allows to investigate this channel (but little on this in
the paper)

SUPPLY: Rising relative wages induce high-talent workers to self-select into (supply their
labour services to) the finance sector (focus of the paper)

I Testable implications from Roy model
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Roy model (1)
“Main test: if the financial sector becomes MORE RELATIVELY SKILL-BIASED OVER TIME⇒
average RELATIVE TALENT is INCREASING OVER TIME”
Does the Roy model predicts this?

Roy model:
wFit = αFt + βFtsit (1)
wRit = αRt + βRtsit (2)
w̃it = αFt − αRt + (βFt − βRt)sit (3)

w̃it = α̃t + β̃tsit (4)

DEFINITION: finance is skill-biased IF β̃t > 0, i.e. return to skills are higher in the finance
sector
α̃t measures the wage differential for the individual with sit = 0, i.e. for the average individual

Marginal individual, ŝit such that w̃it = 0: ŝit = −α̃t/β̃t

If α̃t < 0, the marginal worker has above average skills ŝit > 0 (any evidence on this?)

𝑤𝑤�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≡ 𝑤𝑤𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑤𝑤𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼�𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽�𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖          (3) 

𝑈𝑈�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≡ 𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼�𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽�𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇�𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀�̃�𝑖𝑖𝑖         (4) 

Illustration 1 plots these relative wages and utilities against workers’ skills for the expositionally 

convenient case of 𝜇𝜇�𝑖𝑖=0. The distribution of individual-specific relative preferences for finance is 

indicated by the two curves around the relative wage line.  The finance sector is chosen when the 

worker’s relative utility is positive. The left panel of Illustration 1 shows the case in which finance 

is relatively skill-biased as the relative wage line is upward-sloping (i.e., 𝛽𝛽�𝑖𝑖>0). High-skilled 

workers are therefore (relatively) more likely to enter the finance sector than are low-skill workers.  

Illustration 1 

 

The idea of an increasing skill-bias in finance is captured by an increase of the relative 𝛽𝛽�𝑖𝑖 in 

equation (3) over time. Our main interpretation of the rising skill-bias 𝛽𝛽�𝑖𝑖 is the one proposed by 

Philippon and Reshef (2012), Cellerier and Vallee (2015), and others whereby the relative marginal 

product of skill increases in finance. An alternative interpretation could be that high-skill workers 

are becoming relatively more effective at extracting rents from their employers in the financial 

sector. In either case, relative potential wages in finance for high-skill workers rise compared to 

low skill workers. Illustration 1 (right panel) depicts this by the steeper 𝑤𝑤�𝑖𝑖1 line. We see that now 

a larger share of the high-skill and a smaller share of the low-skill workers enter the finance sector.3 

                                                      
3 This immediately leads to the rising relative wages in finance that we observe in the data. In addition, wage inequality 
in finance will increase when the increase in 𝛽𝛽�𝑖𝑖 dominates the effect of a potentially more homogenous (high-)skill 
selection into finance. The relative task price for working in finance 𝛼𝛼�𝑖𝑖 may also be affected in general equilibrium 
(see Appendix C.2). 
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Roy model (3)

If the financial sector becomes more relatively skill-biased over time the average RELATIVE
TALENT does NOT necessarily INCREASE OVER TIME

With available data can estimate not only α̃t but also β̃t: i.e. can directly test whether finance
is skill-biased and whether it becomes increasingly so.

Additional, unambiguous prediction:

I Talent of marginal individual go down if α̃t < 0
I Talent of marginal individual go up if α̃t > 0

Can identify the marginal worker in the data and test whether the above predictions hold
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Selection into finance

Selection regressions (only on 30 year old individuals): cognitive ability interacted with a
linear trend.

Saturate the model with (deciles of) cognitive ability interacted with

I year dummies
I (deciles of) education
I (deciles of) education × year dummies
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Finance wage premium and returns to talent

From individual wage regressions only show graphically average finance wage premium over
time α̃t (with different sets of controls). Table with details.

Returns to skill NOT SPECIFIC to the financial sector

Should be both TIME-VARYING AND FINANCIAL SECTOR-SPECIFIC: estimate β̃t and can
check whether finance is indeed skill biased

Enrich specification (saturate model with interaction between (deciles of) education and
talent)

Tasks (abstract vs routine): potentially interesting, very little details.
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Relative demand for talent

Did the RELATIVE DEMAND FOR TALENT increased in the finance sector relative to non
finance sectors because the finance sector becomes more talent biased than the other
sectors?

Philippon and Reshef (2012) (using education) assume

Yj,t =
[
αj(Bj,tHj,t)

σ−1
σ + (1− αj)(Aj,tLj,t)

σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

where A and B are factor augmenting parameter for low- and high-talent workers.

The relative demand for talent in sector j is:

hj,t = cj + (σ − 1)µj,t − σπt

where hj,t = ln
(

Hj,t
Lj,t

)
, µj,t = ln

(
Bj,t
Aj,t

)
and πt = ln

(
wH,t
wL,t

)
. An increase in µj,t implies

TALENT-BIASED technical change.

The relative demand for talent in finance vs non finance sectors is:

hfinance,t − hnon finance,t = c + (σ − 1)(µfinance,t − µnon finance,t)

Finance sector becomes increasingly skilled biased if µfinance,t − µnon finance,t increases over
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